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We are not untouchable



Caste can be defined as a 
hereditary and hierarchic system 
of social grouping distinguished 
by degrees of purity, social status, 
and exclusiveness. Those who 
fall outside the caste system are 
considered ‘impure’ and thus 
‘polluting’ to other caste groups. 
They are seen as ‘untouchables’. 

Dalit means ‘broken people’. This 
is the name the ‘untouchables’ 
have chosen for themselves to 
signify a growing movement of 
empowerment. 

Caste-based discrimination is one 
of the most serious human rights 
problems in the world today, 
affecting approximately 260 million1 
people worldwide; the majority live 
in South Asia with 167 million in 
India alone. India 

167 million or  
15-20 percent of  
the total population

Pakistan 

Between 330,000 and 
2 million or between 
0,25 and 1,20 percent 
of the total population

Bangladesh 

4,5 million or  
3-4 percent of  
the total population

Nepal 

4,5 million or  
15-20 percent of  
the total population

Sri Lanka 

4-5 million or  
20-30 percent of  
the total population 

Caste discrimination

1. Human Rights Watch, Caste Discrimination,  
a Global Concern, 2001



‘Untouchable’:  
Separate and  
Unequal 

•	 Segregation in housing, schools 
and cremation grounds 

•	 Limitation or prohibition of access 
to public places such as roads, 
temples and tea houses 

•	 Denial or limitation of access to 
public services such as water taps, 
health care and education 

•	 De facto prohibition of inter-caste 
marriage 

Caste discrimination takes many forms and often involves ’untouchability’ practices. Caste-based discrimination and related 
practices constitute a gross violation of fundamental human rights, denying victims their human dignity and equality.

‘Untouchable’:  
Denied Civil and  
Political Rights 

•	 Subjection to extreme forms of 
violence and humiliation as part 
of caste oppression 

•	 Harassment and discrimination to 
prevent Dalits from participating 
in political processes 

•	 Use of sexual violence against 
Dalit women as a way to suppress 
an entire community 

•	 Denial of access to justice; caste 
bias in the police and judiciary 
means virtual impunity for crimes 
against Dalits 

‘Untouchable’:  
Denied Economic,  
Social and Cultural Rights 

•	 Restrictions on occupation; 
assignment of the most menial, 
dirty and dangerous jobs as 
defined by the caste hierarchy 

•	 Forced and bonded labour; a high 
number of Dalits enslaved 

•	 De facto prohibition of access to 
and ownership of land 

•	 Widespread poverty

•	 Limited access to and poor quality 
of education

Unfortunately, this list of prohibitions, restrictions and violations against Dalits is far from exhaustive. 



India: Rights of one fifth of the 
population not only an ‘internal issue’

Home to the vast majority of South 
Asia’s Dalits, the issue of caste-based 
discrimination is a highly politicised 
issue in India. Despite constitutional 
safeguards and special legislation for 
the protection of Dalits, violations of 
fundamental human rights occur on a 
massive scale. The extreme and violent 

State and Caste in South Asia: What is at stake?

Pakistan: State denial of caste 
discrimination 

Dalits in Pakistan are mostly part of 
the Hindu minority and fall victim to 
double discrimination on the basis of 
their religion and their caste. A promise 
by Pakistan’s founder, Muhammad Ali 
Jinnah, that there would be no caste 
discrimination in Pakistan as Islam 
teaches equality, was never kept. Pakistan 
as a state is in sheer denial of caste-based 
discrimination. According to researchers 
no reliable official data on the number 
of Dalits exists. Yet, local authorities 
sometimes conduct raids in the Sindh 
and Punjab provinces to liberate Dalit 
bonded and forced labourers enslaved 
by landlords. Both in rural and urban 
industries Dalits are exploited grossly 
as a work force. When access to justice 
is sought by Dalits, it is in most cases 
denied by law enforcement agencies and 
the judiciary. If rule of law is to prevail in 
Pakistan, minority protection in general 
and protection of the ‘Scheduled Castes’ 
in particular is essential. 

crimes committed against Dalits (in India 
called atrocities) and the widespread 
impunity for perpetrators, do not fit well 
with India’s image as the world’s largest 
democracy. A global market player and 
regional nuclear power, India prefers to 
divert international attention to caste 
discrimination by referring to it as an 
‘internal issue’ that need not be dealt 
with by the United Nations. 



Nepal: A new beginning for Dalits?

The April 2008 constitutional assembly 
election might signal a new beginning 
for Dalits in Nepal. Dalits in Nepal have 
been almost totally excluded from 
political processes and positions in state 
institutions such as the judiciary. They 
are landless and suffer from poverty to a 
much greater extent than the dominant 
caste population. The Dalit movement 
has over the past decades challenged the 
exclusion of Dalits in the decision making 
and development processes in Nepal. The 
interim constitution indicates a degree 
of success for the Dalit movement in 
securing some constitutional provisions 
for non-discrimination, equality and 
protection. Now law experts and 
Dalit activists work hand in hand to 
develop those rights further in the 
coming constitutional process. If the 
movement towards a more inclusive and 
stable Nepalese society is to succeed, 
international attention and support to 
reform processes must be sustained. 

Bangladesh: No real development 
without Muslim and Hindu Dalits 

Caste hierarchies and discrimination 
permeate both Muslim and Hindu 
populations in Bangladesh, and 
perpetuate the poverty trap the 
country is caught in. Dalits live on an 
amount far below the poverty line with 
extremely limited access to health and 
education services. They suffer from 
very poor housing conditions and 
lack of employment opportunities. 
Different governments have been 
able to undermine the principle of 
secularism, minority and basic human 
rights protection to their own benefit – 
including the constitutional safeguards 
given after Bangladesh’s independence in 
1971. From an international development 
perspective, any attempt to promote 
rights-based development in Bangladesh 
must take great care not to perpetuate 
existing patterns of caste discrimination 
with special measures to reach the Dalits. 

Sri Lanka: Civil war undermines Dalit 
human rights struggle

In a civil war that seems to have no end, 
Sri Lankan Dalits find themselves in free 
fall. Caste hierarchies are present in 
the Sinhalese as well as the Sri Lankan 
and Indian Tamil populations. While 
many Sinhalese Dalits have managed to 
overcome their disadvantaged position 
through the Sri Lankan welfare state, 
the Tamil Dalits have seen their struggle 
overshadowed by the Sinhalese-Tamil 
divide. Yet, caste discrimination is still 
deeply entrenched in society. More than 
150 years of social exclusion and the lack 
of mobility for Indian Tamil plantation 
workers indicate that the ‘caste-blind’ 
policies of both state and non-state 
actors such as the Liberation Tigers of 
Tamil Eelam as well as international 
agencies do not adequately address caste 
discrimination in Sri Lanka. Due to the 
civil war, little room exists for promoting 
human rights and international attention 
is crucial.

 



International human rights conventions 
oblige state parties regardless of political, 
economic and cultural systems, to 
promote and protect human rights and 
fundamental freedoms. 

Many constitutions of caste affected 
countries have outlawed ‘untouchability’ 
and other forms of discrimination based 
on caste, and one country, India, has 
enacted special laws for the protection 
of Dalits. However, as legislation is not 
enforced, governments of caste-affected 
countries are not living up to their 
obligations to effectively put an end to 
caste-based discrimination. Dalits in South 
Asia continue to be denied their full range 
of rights.

The continued non-implementation of 
human rights standards and national 
legal provisions for the protection and 
non-discrimination of Dalits in a number 
of South Asian countries have consistently 
been raised in various United Nations 
forums, including treaty bodies, over the 
last seven years. However, much more 
needs to be done. And the international 
community is yet to take concerted 
action. 

The European Union must act too. A 
proactive and united European effort to 
address caste discrimination within the 
framework of the United Nations and in 
EU’s political dialogues with caste-affected 
countries is essential. In all its bilateral 
relations with caste-affected countries, be 

it trade, security, development or other 
types of cooperation, due consideration 
not to perpetuate patterns of caste 
discrimination must be taken and special 
measures for the protection of Dalits be 
promoted. 

Action to eradicate caste discrimination 
needs to be built on knowledge. With 
support from the Danish government, 
the Indian Institute for Dalit Studies in 
partnership with The International Dalit 
Solidarity Network has conducted a 
regional research project in four caste-
affected countries turning out new and 
groundbreaking research on the situation 
of Dalits in Nepal, Bangladesh, Pakistan 
and Sri Lanka. The reports are available at 
www.idsn.org. 

Eradicate Caste Discrimination Now

The International Dalit Solidarity Network works on a global level to eradicate caste discrimination. In caste-affected countries, Dalit 
rights movements try to mobilize their governments to fulfil their human rights obligations. In Europe and the United States, solidarity 
platforms and international associates raise international awareness and stimulate action by governments and multilateral institutions.



Dilahi, Bihar, India. October 2007

A meagre income. Dalits suffer double 
when natural disasters hit, as happened 
in South Asia in June 2007. Heavy rainfall 
caused the river Gandak to overflow, 
leaving millions of people in the state 
of Bihar displaced and without food and 
shelter. Even if the government dispatches 
help, discrimination often happens when 
dominant castes are responsible for the 
distribution of relief items.
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For more information, please visit www.idsn.org  or www.idsn.org/wearenotuntouchable

National Dalit Platforms in South Asia

• Dalit NGO Federation, Nepal

• National Campaign on Dalit Human Rights, 

India

• Pakistan Dalit Solidarity Network

• Bangladesh Dalit and Excluded Rights 

Movement

• Human Development Organisation, Sri Lanka

Solidarity platforms:

• Dalit Solidarity Network – UK

• Dalit Solidarity Network – Sweden

• Dalit Solidarity Network – Denmark

• Dalit Solidarity Network – Belgium

• Dalit Solidarity Network – Netherlands

• Dalit Solidarität in Deutchland

• Collectif Dalit, France

• Dalit Solidarity Forum – USA

International Associates

• Human Rights Watch

• The Lutheran World Federation

• The International Movement Against all 

Forms of Discrimination and Racism

• Anti-Slavery International

• The Minority Rights Group International

• The Asian Human Rights Commission

• The Centre for Human Rights and  

Global Justice

• The Asian Center for Human Rights

• The Robert F. Kennedy Foundation

• ICMICA/Pax Romana

• FORUM-ASIA

• The World Council of Churches

• The Commonwealth Human Rights 

Initiative

• Franciscans International
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The International Dalit Solidarity Network consists of:


